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I. Set Up 
A. Welcome / introduction / Glad you are here / We are back in Luke – focused on a 
passage that reframes everything in light of eternal life. Last week we launched from a 
skirmish Jesus had with some religious leaders over taxes. They were trying to trip him 
up politically. This week a different group tries to trip him up theologically.  They want 
to make the idea of living forever seem foolish. So they pose what they think is an 
unanswerable question, and Jesus answers it. 
B. Let me read this for you. Luke 20:27 - 40.  

II. Introduction 
A. What matters?  What does the good life look like?  What is expected of us? What 
happens when I die? 
B. These are some of the questions that get explored in the small book that Luke 
writes for us.  
C. Luke’s Gospel – that’s what we call it, because he wrote it to persuade us that 
Jesus is God – is one of four such books. Each had a different audience. They all come 
from slightly different angles.  

1. Matthew wrote for a Jewish audience; Mark for the Romans; John the 
Greeks. 
2. And Luke – who was a medical doctor, amateur historian and a travel 
companion of Paul’s – wrote for Gentiles.  

D. This is about the 80th sermon from Luke. As the video just hinted at, we have 
broken our study into a number of sections  

1. We opened with a number of messages on his birth through his baptism. 
2. Then we went to series called Amazed – because when Jesus started 
teaching and performing miracles, he was amazing everyone 
3. Then came Revolution – because after people started following him he 
made it more and more obvious that he did not have small plans 
4. We followed Revolution with a series on Prayer, and then one called 
Greater Than. Then Story Teller – a series from chapters 14, 15 and 16, which 
were full of parables and the other stories Jesus told his followers as they walked 
from Galilee in the North down to Jerusalem.  
5. The was followed by Outrageous and then Kingdom Come.   
6. We are now in chapter 20 – 23 – which is the final week of Christ’s life 
before his death and resurrection.  And there are thirteen sermons left.   

E. As I hope you remember: 
1. The closer we get to the end, the slower Luke goes and the more detail he 
provides. (The first two-thirds of the book covered thirty years, the final one-third 
covers a couple weeks). This is true because Luke is not a biography, it is a 
Gospel. It was written to persuade us to place our faith and hope in Jesus.  And to 
that end, his death and resurrection are the most important parts.  
2. Recently – as Jesus has approached Jerusalem – the crowds have gotten 
bigger and he has been spending less time with them and more with the disciples 
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3. In the last series Jesus:  
a) Wept over Jerusalem because they didn’t see him for who He is 
and allow him to help. 
b) Paraded into Jerusalem when the city was crowded for the 
Passover. He could have entered quietly. He did not. He went in on a big 
note:  

(1) Because He was the Passover Lamb – His whole life had 
been lived for this moment.  No one got this at the time but it 
would soon be clear.  
(2) He wanted the attention of the Romans – which he got. The 
crowds he drew put Rome on notice. 

c) He also got the attention of the Jewish leaders by riding in on a 
donkey, which is what Solomon had done on the day of his coronation.  
This was a not very subtle move on Jesus part that fulfilled prophecy made 
about the Messiah. No one missed the symbolism.  

4. Nevertheless, it was a bit of a surprise that, after entering Jerusalem he 
turned away from the crowd – which was ready to riot as soon as he gave the 
word – in order to go to the Temple.  

a) He did not go there to worship but to drive out the money 
changers.  
b) And then He returned there the next two days to teach and heal.  
c) The temple was set up with varying levels of clearance.  The most 
sacred spot was the Holy of Holies – only the high priest was allowed 
there and then only once a year. Outside that was the zone with the alter – 
this was for the priests. In the next concentric circle out was a place where 
only Jewish males could go. Further out was the place where only Jewish 
women were allowed as well, but you had to be Jewish.  And then – in the 
court yard – was the place where everyone was welcome.  
d) Jesus set up there and began to forgive sins and heal people – 
which is what was supposed to happen inside.  
e) He is doing this because he is the new Temple 

F. The religious leaders are furious and are looking for the opportunity to kill him.  
G. He has countered by telling a provocative -- some might say incendiary -- parable 
that made the religious leaders look bad.1  
H. They then come after him with various traps. (They are not willing to just go after 
him. He is too popular and they do not know what the crowds would do. So they try to 
discredit him.  
I. Last week the Pharisees and Herodians – who were political rivals – teamed up to 
trap him with question about taxes. His response left them speechless.  
J. Today the Sadducees come to him on a different matter.  

1. This is their first appearance in Luke. You need to think of them as the 
liberal elite.  
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2. The Pharisees are the religious right – they tried really hard to keep the 
law. And some of them were amazing in their efforts down this path. But they had 
hard hearts and lots of pride and they are the ones Jesus tends to go after the most.  
3. The Sadducees were the New York blue bloods. They cooperated with the 
Romans, they controlled the Temple and they denied the resurrection.2 You might 
think of them as the rationalistic intellectuals of their day. They were a bit like 
Thomas Jefferson, who once published a copy of the Bible with all of the 
references to miracles and the supernatural cut out. He wanted the ethics of the 
Bible without the miracles. They were a bit like that.  And they looked down on 
everyone else – certainly some rube who worked as a carpenter in Galilee.3 

K. What we are reminded of in today’s passage is how central the resurrection 
is to everything.  

1. In I Cor. 15 Paul says, “if Jesus didn’t rise from the dead then the whole 
thing is off. We are fools.” 
2. The resurrection is one of the principle proofs offered for Christ’s claim to 
be God.  
3. And then beyond that, it changes everything because, if we are going to 
live forever – and what follows hinges on how we live now – then we should live 
differently now.  
4. The resurrection is the claim that we are going to have eternal life – not as 
spirits in some mystical, magical, ethereal, vaporous Neverland – but with real 
bodies in a real world where everything works. 
5. This is a radical claim, but it is central to who Jesus is and what He taught 
and he defends it here.  

III. V27: Now there came to Him some of the Sadducees (who say that there is no 
resurrection) 

A. The bad pun is that they were Sad you see because they didn’t believe in eternal 
life.  
B. As an aside, please note that it was not just that the Sadducees do not get along 
with the Pharisees because they are theologically different, they do not like the Pharisees 
because they were very hard to control.4  

1. If you think that when you die you will live again, then you are often not 
afraid to die and much more willing to take a principled stand on things.5  
2. I’ve pointed to Paul to illustrate this before. I’ve noted that I feel a bit 
sorry for the jailers who had to try to control Paul.  

a) When Paul is in prison he keeps leading the other prisoners to 
faith. When they tell him to stop talking – or singing – he says, “No.” 
b) They say, “If you don’t stop talking, I’m going to beat you.”  He 
says, “bring it on. It would be a privilege to suffer for Christ. 
c) They say, “OK, we will not beat you. We will kill you.” He says, 
“better yet. Then I am in Heaven.” 
d) They cannot control him. 
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3. Those who believed in eternal life were very hard for the Sadducees to 
control. They didn’t like the idea and so they go for a double win. They want to 
undermine the resurrection and Jesus with their question. 

IV. They asked, “Teacher, Moses wrote us that if a man dies and leaves a wife but no 
child, his brother is obligated to take the widow to wife and get her with child. Well, there 
once were seven brothers. The first took a wife. He died childless. The 2nd married her and 
died, then the third, and eventually all seven had their turn, but no child. After all that, the 
wife died. That wife, now—in the resurrection whose wife is she? All seven married her.” 

A. The law they referenced is found in Deuteronomy 25:5-10.6 
1. It called on a man to marry the childless widow of his brother, in part to 
preserve his name, in part to keep the property in the family and in part to provide 
her with a child, because that was how she would be cared for in your old age. 
Children were your 401K plan. 

B. There are some obvious jokes here.  The assumption that she dies of exhaustion or 
any number of questions about the IQs of brothers five, six and seven.  After the first four 
husbands die, don’t you start to think she’s a female Drew Peterson? Are you going to 
sleep with one eye open? 
C. For the record, this question is not something keeping them up at night. They are 
trying to make Jesus and the resurrection look foolish. They figure he only has two 
options. He picks an answer – most likely husband one or seven. And the has to defend 
that. Or he says, “Well, yeah, the resurrection has problems.”7 
D. He doesn’t answer in any sort of a predictable way.  And once again, in very short 
order, he shuts them down.  

V. V34:  Jesus said, “Marriage is a major preoccupation here, but not there. Those 
who are included in the resurrection of the dead will no longer be concerned with marriage 
nor, of course, with death.  They will have better things to think about, if you can believe it. 
All ecstasies and intimacies then will be with God. 

A. We tend to be enamored with marriage and the intimacy it brings. The idea that 
we will not be with the one we are closest to doesn’t sit right. I don’t like the idea that 
I’m not with Sheri in heaven.  But that is because some people make too much of 
marriage and too little of God.  
B. Here’s the deal. We do not need to be married to be complete. But we do need 
Jesus.  And, in heaven we will have a level of intimacy with God that eclipses marriage.8   
C. Jesus view of heaven upends our thinking.  

1. If we study this we see that Jesus says: 1) life in heaven will be different; 
2) one of the ways it is different is that there is no death, so we do not need more 
children, so we do not need marriage. 
2. But the bigger deal is that we are not alone. We are fully and finally 
complete because of our relationship with God, so the companionship that 
marriage brings isn’t needed.  
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3. It’s worth noting that now we think of marriage as what happens here – 
between a man and a woman and the references to the marriage between Jesus 
and his church seem odd. (Why call that marriage). But in heaven the opposite 
will be true. It will strike us as odd that we thought of earthly marriage as a 
marriage when it pales in comparison to the unity we have with Christ. 

VI. V34:  Jesus said, “Marriage is a major preoccupation here, but not there. Those 
who are included in the resurrection of the dead will no longer be concerned with marriage 
nor, of course, with death.  They will have better things to think about, if you can believe it. 
All ecstasies and intimacies then will be with God. Even Moses exclaimed about 
resurrection at the burning bush, saying, ‘God: God of Abraham, God of Isaac, God of 
Jacob!’ God isn’t the God of dead men, but of the living. To him all are alive.” 

A. Jesus references Moses here – and in Mark he prefaces that by asking them, 
“haven’t you read?”9 which would have horrified them. Here is this rube who is making 
them look uneducated.  

1. It wouldn’t surprise me if Jesus was laughing when he said this.  He is just 
slicing and dicing them. 

B. Jesus references Exodus 3, one of the books Moses wrote – one of the books that 
they said they believed – noting that in God’s revelation of himself to Moses via the 
burning bush, He uses the present tense. He identifies himself as the God of Abraham, 
Isaac, and Jacob in such a way that implies that they are still alive. Therefore there must 
be a resurrection.  

VII. V 39:  Some of the religion scholars said, “Teacher, that’s a great answer!”   
A. And it is. It’s brilliant. He cannot be trapped. In an odd way this scene reminds 
me of something that happened back when we lived in Washington.  
B. In the late 90s there was a sea lion named Herschel that would show up in the 
Ballard Locks and feast on salmon.  His name was Hershel and he eventually tipped the 
scales at 800 pounds.  

1. Many people wanted to kill him.  This was considered inhumane but after 
lots of public meetings it was decided that the Department of Wildlife would 
discourage him.  They tried fireworks, bad tasting fish, they shot him with rubber 
tipped bullets – nothing worked. So they tried to trap him so they could relocate 
him. For the next few weeks there was video footage of Hershel eluding their 
nets.  They’d have eight boats working for hours to catch him, and then, just when 
it looked like they had him he’d stick his head up, look at the cameras and then 
dart over the net.  And those that didn’t want him caught would cheer and others 
would laugh and some would moan.  
2. One day they finally caught him and they shipped him to San Diego.  And 
everyone was happy, until about three days later he showed back up. They finally 
secured permission for a “permanent solution,” but then Sea World in Orlando 
offered to take him.  
3. I do not mean to sound irreverent, but I get that image when all these 
groups band together to trap Jesus. He makes them look so inept.   
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VIII. V 39:  Some of the religion scholars said, “Teacher, that’s a great answer!” For a 
while, anyway, no one dared put questions to him. 

A. Some take this to mean that they were really impressed. Perhaps. I’m not so sure.  
B. In any event, Jesus avoids their trap and they back away.  
C. These passages are just a few of the hundreds that remind us that Jesus was no 
ordinary teacher. Here he claims to know what life after death is like in specific detail. 

IX. Please note, Luke has an agenda.  He is writing to build this overwhelming case that 
Jesus is God and that the way we can be right with God the Father and gain eternal life is by 
embracing and following him.  

X. There is a big aside here and it’s worth some reflection. The big side topic in this section 
is what heaven is like.  

A. I started to think a lot more about Heaven after my stroke. In part because it 
forced me to really face the idea of decline.  

1. I’m very happy for my recovery, but it’s not 100 percent. And, I’m not 25 
anymore. So I can’t be completely sure what is the result of the stroke and what is 
getting old. 
2. At one level it doesn’t matter. There are things I can’t do. And I have 
started to really long for a resurrection body.  

B. For some time I have longed to live in a world that works. Where there is no 
suffering and where I do not do things that hurt or disappoint people, especially those I 
love. can’t wait to not do that.  
C. When we study heaven, we come away with lots of questions.   

1. We learn some things: 1) time will have ceased; 2) death will be no more. 
2. And we get some descriptions: 1) streets of gold; 2) huge gates made out 
of pearls; 3) no darkness; 

D. But we end up with more questions than answers. In part that is because, the 
descriptions of heaven are not written to satisfy our curiosity; and in part because I just 
don’t think we are able to comprehend what is coming our way; but also because the 
purpose of Luke is not to highlight Heaven it is to focus on Jesus. The big aha is 
supposed to be that Jesus is: 

1. The Savior of the World 
2. The Son of God 
3. The Messiah 
4. The One we should follow 
5. The One we should embrace 
6. He is the Lamb of God who takes away the sins of the world 
7. He is the fulfillment of prophecy 
8. He is the wisest and best person who ever lived 
9. And he is the way to heaven. 
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XI. The events of the last week have left some renewed and others despairing. Let me repeat 
what I said then:  our hope is not in princes, or politicians, it is in a risen King.  Let me add 
something else here: 

A. We are to live with one eye on eternity.  The promises Christ made to us were not 
for our best life now. The promise is that one day those who place their hope and faith in 
him will gain eternal life – a real life in a world that works.  
B. And the instructions to those who want that life, are to follow Jesus’s example 
and start to embrace that life today 

1. To live in light of forever with God. 
2. To do the things today that matter to God 

C. Please note, verses 34 makes it pretty clear that this life is not open to everyone. 
There Jesus says: 

1. Those who are included in the resurrection of the dead will no longer be 
concerned with marriage nor, of course, with death. 

D. The suggestion is that not everyone is included in that list.  It is a life that is 
offered to all and secured by those who follow. 

1. Are you following? 

XII. Not too long ago a philosopher from Harvard – a man named Michael Rota – dusted off 
an argument initially developed by Blaise Paschal, the 17th century French mathematician, 
philosopher, child prodigy, writer and Christ follower.   

A. In a book entitled, Taking Pascal’s Wager, Rota argues that if we seek God and 
are wrong, we lose little.  But if we ignore him then we likely lose everything. 
B. Pascal said, “It makes mathematical sense to seek a relationship with God and live 
a deeply Christian life, because there is very much to gain (eternal life) and relatively 
little to lose.” 
C. I was drawn to this argument early in my Christian life. I distanced myself from it 
for a while because the Christian life isn’t the easiest thing going. But the older I get the 
more wisdom I see there. 
D. Men and women, there is much to gain. There is no one like Jesus. There is no 
one like Jesus.  Follow him. Go all in. Put your weight down.   

	
																																																								
1 This is the parable of the wicked tenants - 20:9-19. 
 
2 In Acts 23:8 we learn that the Sadducees deny anything eternal – the resurrection, angels, spirit, heaven. 
 
3 One of the things that also set them apart is that they only accepted the first five books of the Old Testament – The 
Pentateuch. If you accept the rest of the Old Testament, as the Pharisees did, as Jesus did, then you have passages 
like: a) Isaiah 26:19 – which talks about the dead rising with shouts of joy; or b) Daniel 12:2 – which talks about 
those sleeping in the dust of the ground awaking.  
 
4 N.T. Wright in The Resurrection of the Son of God (page 138). 
 
5 The real problem was that "resurrection from the beginning was a revolutionary doctrine.” It had to do with the 
coming new age, when the life-giving God would act once more to turn everything upside down... It was the sort of 
belief that encouraged young hotheads to attack Roman symbols placed on the Temple, and that, indeed, led the 
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first-century Jews into the most disastrous was they had experienced.” To the Sadducees, belief in the resurrection-
as-revolutionary-doctrine "threatened their own position. People who believe that their God is about to make a new 
world, and that those who die in loyalty to him in the meantime will rise again to share gloriously in it, are far more 
likely to lose respect for a wealthy aristocracy than people who think that this life, this world and this age are the 
only ones there will ever be.” This is subversive and revolutionary and, therefore, threatening to people like the 
Sadducees, who held much power. (N.T. Wright, The Resurrection of the Son of God, p.138). 
6 The law concerns levirate marriage, from the Latin levir ("brother in law"). 
 
7 Jesus reframes questions, and often doesn’t answer questions he doesn’t want to answer.  
 
8 Years ago I read an article talking about how and when you explain sex to children.  And it had all kinds of funny 
reported that one young person’s response to hearing about sex was to ask, “Can you eat candy while you’re doing 
it?”  I would suggest that that child was too young, but also that that is a great analogy to our response to heaven. 
We can’t get it.   
 
9 Mark 12:26 
 


